Service
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Who are the users?
What does it scan against?

What does user do?

iThenticate
http://www.ithenticate.com/
Editors, faculty, and researchers
Millions of journal articles, conference proceedings,
books; databases such as PubMed/MEDLINE,
EBSCOHost, ProQuest; more than 10 million web
pages/day
Click on the ‘Upload a file’ link; choose file and upload,
or ‘cut and paste’ text to be analyzed

Turnitin Feedback Studio (formerly just Turnitin)
https://www.turnitin.com/
Faculty and students in a classroom setting/online
929 million archived student papers; 67 billion web pages;
millions of journal articles and subscription content sources;
content with Crossref
Faculty use access code to create a class ID; students use class
ID to create account and upload documents; users can also ‘cut
and paste’ text to be analyzed
Students and faculty receive a % similarity score. Faculty can
view all similarity reports in the assignment ‘inbox’ page and
insert feedback for students; multiple drafts can be uploaded for
review. Be aware that the similarity index could be high since it
is comparing with previous submission drafts from the same
student. Need to review all highlighted text carefully as it
includes properly quoted and cited text

How are results displayed?

Identifies material in database that matches text
(highlighted). User receives a Similarity Report with a %
of similarity between the submission and content in the
database. Since the highlighted text includes properly
quoted and cited text (not necessarily plagiarized), it is
extremely important to review all sections and verify that
it has been properly referenced or summarized. This can
help identify instances of unintentional plagiarism

Added Features

Organizational subscriptions can include a private,
custom database for document-to-document comparison
Submissions are not added to database and are kept
private for the user
 Partnership with ProQuest (for thesis and
dissertations)
 Multiple web resources to assist authors and editors
including blogs, papers and reports on plagiarism
 Can share documents and collaborate in groups

Integrates with several learning management systems
Instructors can leave voice and text comments in various forms
Submissions are added to database by default (can be changed by
faculty member)
 Partnership with Gradescope (automates grading of existing
or new assignments)
 Turnitin has been ‘reimagined for the modern classroom’ and
is now named ‘Turnitin Feedback Studio’
 Many resources to assist faculty, including but not limited to,
standardized email messages to faculty / students, tutorials,
and videos

Turnitin
Individual: $100 per credit. One credit is good for a
manuscript of 25,000 words or less.
Organizations: Volume discounts are available. Check to
see if iThenticate is available to you through your
employer.

iParadigms
Not available to individuals. Must be purchased through an
organizational contract. Turnitin does not provide pricing on its
website.
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